
QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 97752 35" Mother´s Day Floral Heart

1 97720 16" Orbz® Mother´s Day Beautiful Floral

1 87704 Std. Mother´s Day Circled in Floral

2 87752 Std. Best Mom Floral

1 5124 5" Yellow Latex (2 needed)

1 5259 5" Wild Berry Latex (5 needed)

1 5220 5" Spring Green Latex (2 needed)

1 5230 5" Lime Green Latex (2 needed)

1 18214 260 Wild Berry Twistee (5 needed)

1 18293 260 Navy Twistee (2 needed)

1 1598 80g Primary Heavy Weight

1 3554 Adhesive Tab
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#97720

#87704

#97752

#5220
#5230

#18214

#97720
Air inflate Orbz®. Roll the tail of the 

balloon around the middle of an 
uninflated 260 like a scroll. Tie the 260 to 

secure it to the balloon. Attach a adhesive 
tab to the top of the balloon. Set aside.

Bird's Nest Base #18214 
Fully air inflate a 260. Tie the ends together to 

make a ring. Squeeze the ring in half, making sure 
the knot is in the middle. Twist the balloon to form 

a figure 8. Create two more figure 8s and twist all 
three together to make a six-loop collar. Use the 

uninflated 260 on the bottom of the Orbz® to tie on 
the bird's nest and heavy weight.

#97752 • #87752 • #87704
Helium inflate the balloons. Add curling ribbon. Tie 

them to the adhesive tab on the top of the Orbz®.

5" Latex Cluster #5220 • #5230
Air inflate two 5" balloons and tie them together to 

form a duplet. Repeat to create a second duplet. Twist 
the two duplets together to create a four-balloon 
cluster. Slip the cluster around the curling ribbon 

attached to the top of the Orbz®.

- over - 

#87752

#18293

#18214

#5259
#5124

https://www.balloons.com/product/97720
https://www.balloons.com/product/18214  
https://www.balloons.com/product/97752
https://www.balloons.com/product/87752
https://www.balloons.com/product/87704 
https://www.balloons.com/product/5220
https://www.balloons.com/product/5230 
https://www.balloons.com/product/97752
https://www.balloons.com/product/97720
https://www.balloons.com/product/87704
https://www.balloons.com/product/87752
https://www.balloons.com/product/5124
https://www.balloons.com/product/5259
https://www.balloons.com/product/5220
https://www.balloons.com/product/5230
https://www.balloons.com/product/18214
https://www.balloons.com/product/18293
https://www.balloons.com/product/1598
https://www.balloons.com/product/3554
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Five Petal Flower 
#5259 • #5124

Air inflate two 5" balloons and 
tie together to form a duplet. 

Repeat to create a second duplet. 
Twist the two duplets together. Tie 
in another balloon to create a five-

petal flower. Create a final duplet and 
size balloons to 2". Slide into the middle 

of the petals and center on each side 
of the flower. Wrap the curling ribbon 

around the flower to hold it in place.

Starlet Flowers #18214 • #18293
Fully air inflate a 260. Tie the ends together to 
make a ring. Squeeze the ring in half, making 

sure the knot is in the middle. Twist the balloon 
to form a figure 8. Squeeze the ends of the 

figure 8 into the center (see image below). Twist 
everything together in the center to create the 

four smaller loops of the flower. Place the flower 
under the helium filled standards and wrap the 

curling ribbon around it to secure. 
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https://www.balloons.com/product/5259
https://www.balloons.com/product/5124 
https://www.balloons.com/product/18214
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